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Abstract
The 3rd Workshop on Extraction and Evaluation of Knowledge Entities from Scientific
Documents (EEKE 2022) was held online at the ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital
Libraries (JCDL) 2022. The goal of this workshop series (https://eeke-workshop.github.io/) is
to engage the related communities in open problems in the extraction and evaluation of
knowledge entities from scientific documents. Topics of this proceedings include extraction
method of knowledge entity, application of knowledge entity extraction, knowledge entity and
bibliometrics.
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presented studies on identifying knowledge
entities, exploring features of various entities,
analyzing the relationship between entities, and
constructing extraction platforms or knowledge
bases. This workshop provided scholars,
especially early career researchers, with
knowledge
recommendations
and
other
knowledge entity-based services [7, 8].

1. Introduction
In the era of big data, massive amounts of
information and data have dramatically changed
human civilization. The broad availability of
information provides more opportunities for
people, but a new challenge is rising: how can we
obtain useful knowledge from numerous
information sources [1]? Knowledge entities in
scientific documents may include method entities
[2], tasks, dataset and metrics [3], software and
tools [4], etc. Knowledge entity application
includes the construction of a knowledge entity
graph and roadmap [5], modeling functions of
knowledge entity citations [6], etc.
The 3rd Workshop on Extraction and
Evaluation of Knowledge Entities from Scientific
Documents (EEKE 2022) was affiliated with the
ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries
(JCDL) on June 23~24, 2022. This workshop
engaged related communities in open problems in
the extraction and evaluation of knowledge
entities from scientific documents. Participants

2. Overview of the papers
There were 24 papers submitted for peerreview to this workshop. Out of these, 17 papers
were accepted for this volume, 6 as regular papers,
7 as short papers and 4 as poster. In addition, the
workshop featured two keynote talks touching on
different fields of EEKE studies and applications.
All workshop contributions have been
documented on the workshop website
(https://eekeworkshop.github.io/2022/).The
following section briefly lists the 2 keynotes and
the 17 accepted submissions.
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2.1 Keynotes

2.2.1 Session 1: Extraction method of
knowledge entity

Two keynotes were presented at EEKE2022.
Professor Alan Porter (George Institute of
Technology, USA) and Mr. Nils Newman (Search
Technology Inc., USA) delivered the first talk on
‘What knowledge to extract from “Tech Mining”’.
Alan and Nils introduced “Tech Mining” -text analyses of R&D Information to gain useful
intelligence on advancing sciences and
technologies. This specialty applies some of the
same tools as
EEKE, as they illustrated by comparing their
topical emphases. They presented the generation
of tech emergence scores as an illustration of an
advanced Tech Mining analytical capability.
Some lessons learned in the development and
applications of Tech Mining may suggest EEKE
possibilities that we hope to discuss.
Professor Daqing He (University of Pittsburgh,
USA) delivered the second talk on Keyphrases as
Knowledge Units for Text-based Applications.
Natural language text is the main form of
communication in various domains such as
scholarly communication, student instructions,
and healthcare. Keyphrases in the form of noun
phrases are often identified and extracted as the
knowledge unit for representing the content of
natural language text, and they take various roles
in contributing downstream tasks. However, some
important relevant issues still exist and have not
been solved appropriately, such as the
characteristics of keyphrases, their roles in
knowledge exchange, and their usages in different
domains. In this talk, Daqing presented several
research projects he and his team conducted on
exploring keyphrases as knowledge units, and
their applications to different domains. His talk
covered keyphrase generation from academic
papers using deep learning methods, keyphrase
representation as the knowledge units in
textbooks for supporting students’ learning, and
keyphrase identification in the form of chief
complaint recognition from clinical reports for
representing patients’ symptoms and diseases.
This talk highlighted the importance of
keyphrases in natural language text and illustrated
appropriate
technologies
for
fulfilling
keyphrase’s knowledge unit roles in various
application domains.

This session highlights extraction methods of
knowledge entities including framework
developments and the incorporations of some
machine learning methods.
Yongqiang Ma, Jiawei Liu, Wei Lu and Qikai
Cheng proposed a metrics-driven mechanism and
a knowledge extraction pipelinebased on a pretrained model.
Liangping Ding, Zhixiong Zhang and Huan
Liu proposed a bootstrapped model for
recognizing Chinese biomedical name entities, in
which Lexicons are facilitated.
Yujie Zhang, Rujiang Bai and Ling Kong
introduced a novel framework using causality to
extract scientific literatures.
Hao Wang, Xian-Ling Mao and Heyan Huang
developed a semisupervised transfer learning
framework for extracting low resource entities
and relations in scientific domains.

2.2.2 Session 2: Application
knowledge entity extraction

of

This session demonstrates some applications
of knowledge entity extraction.
Nina Smirnova and Philipp Mayr evaluated
embedding models for automatic extraction and
classification of acknowledged entities in
scientific documents.
Bikun Chen, Kuan Bai and Yuxin Liu
investigated the topic distribution of China’s data
governance policies by using a full-text
highlighted clue word approach.
Chaoyu Gao, Tianxing Wu, Shengqi Jing and
Yuxiang Wang presented a study on medical
schema matching using knowledge graph
embedding techniques.
Chuhan Wang, Tongyang Zhang, Yi Bu and
Jian Xu exploited the research diversity of
scholars based on the multi-dimensional
calculation of entities.
Xiang Shi, Zikun Feng, Jiawei Liu, Qikai
Cheng and Wei Lu proposed a framework for
automatically constructing a Technology
Function Matrix (TFM) that requires only a small
amount of labeled data.

2.2 Research papers and posters

2.2.3 Session 3: Knowledge entity and
bibliometrics

The 17 papers were presented in 4 sessions.
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This session collects contributions on
bibliometric studies 、 facilitating knowledge
entities and knowledge graph techniques.
Dongin Nam, Jiwon Kim, Jeeyoung Yoon,
Chaemin Song, Seongdeok Kim and Min Song
proposed a solution for characterizing knowledge
entities in citation sentences.
Mengjia Wu, Yi Zhang, Mark Markley, Caitlin
Cassidy, Nils Newman and Alan Porter proposed
a research framework to assist scientists in
identifying, retrieving, and visualizing the
emerging Covid-19 knowledge.
Lu Huang, Xiaoli Cao, Hang Ren and Tianbin
Xing created a solution of detecting technological
recombination by using semantic analysis and
dynamic network analysis.
Tingting Ma, Ruiping Cheng, Hongshu Chen
and Xiao Zhou developed a hybrid approach to
identify and forecast technological opportunities
based on topic modeling and sentiment analysis.
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